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KeyLogbook ®

Benefits - The Driller
- No re-writing anywhere - imports project details directly from office/client.
- No computer training required - just switch on and follow the instructions.
- No typing skills required - simple single entry of data directly on to screen.
- No pen required - uses latest touch screen technology.
- No writing of labels - prints thermal sticky labels from the bluetooth printer.
- No writing up of logs after shift - logs sent directly to office/client immediately.
- No scrabbling around for old note books - all projects are stored on the machine.
- No arguing over the final price - invoice is produced directly from the logs.

Also produces:
- Accurate Invoices and Measures 
- Installation Drawing

Product Outline
KeyLogbook® revolutionises the way site data is captured, recorded 
and transmitted. Drillers and engineers no longer need to keep re-
entering the same data repetitively. You will therefore reduce errors 
and make the whole process simpler, faster, smarter, greener and 
more efficient. The system records all site data at source and transmits 
it directly from site, saving time and money from the outset.

- NEW TRIAL PIT LOGGING FUNCTION

KeyLogbook is a revolutionary way to record your drilling and sampling 
information. It’s quicker, smarter and it speeds up every part of your 
logging and sampling on site, giving you far more time to do the things 
that really earn your company money - drill the holes! 

Why do you need KeyLogbook?
So you never have to rewrite a log or write a label again - this can 
take up to 1 hour every day. Never spend hours adding up how many 
bags etc have been taken on the job and days agreeing with clients/
engineers. The invoice is correct and therefore gets processed quicker. 
Your logs will be with your client the same day and they will look perfect 
every time. Your client will have his AGS data the
same day too. For companies and clients the accurate measures are 
sent with the other data giving real time monitoring of the project costs.

Why wait and give your competitors the advantage?
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BOREHOLE AND TRIAL PIT LOGGING SOLUTION


